
2 0 1 0  Y E A R  E N D  R E P O R T 

2010 was a challenging year for so many, but you still gave and prayed for the benefit of all of our endeavors.  
Because of you, we were able to serve in many parts of the world, to assist God’s children who are stricken with 
poverty, poor health, hunger, natural disasters, and more importantly, spiritual needs. Jesus Christ met both the 

physical and spiritual needs of his followers, and following his lead we strive to stand with Him on the giving side 
of human need. Without the generosity and prayerful support from you, these works would not be possible.  

We are also grateful for the partnership we have with Caris Foundation International.



Haiti was not in our plans for 2010. On January 12, an earthquake shook the city of Port au Prince for 36 seconds 
and killed over 200,000 people, injuring hundreds of thousands more. We immediately contacted our people in country 
and began preparations for emergency medical clinics that were conducted through the months of March and April. Your 
immediate and generous response to this tragedy was overwhelming. Many of you sent contributions even before we made 
an appeal. We never lacked funding to accomplish our goals to help the people of Haiti. We were also able to purchase 
a large supply of pharmaceutical and surgical supplies at greatly reduced prices. American Airlines flew these supplies to 
Haiti at no charge.

BandS also funded a rehabilitation center in Port au Prince. We paid salaries of two physical therapists throughout 2010 
to help the large number of amputees from the earthquake that needed ongoing rehabilitation. Over 1500 patients have 
been seen in the tent clinic, 535 directly related to the earthquake. We are doing both ortho consultations and wound care. 
Not all of the amputees have been fitted with a limb prosthesis. We have received reports of many success stories. For 
example, six-year old Berline Castra had her right foot amputated in January 15, three days after the earthquake. In March, 
we started her rehab and in April she received her prosthesis. She was discharged from rehab on August 20th and is now 
able to walk to school everyday. Success stories like this confirm that this clinic is needed. God willing, we will continue to 
fund this clinic in 2011. 

BandS partnered with other organizations to help support Sokhom and Phaline Hun coordinate a medical and eye clinic 
in January. Sokhom is a Pol Pot survivor who suffered many hardships. He suffered the loss of sixteen family members 
who were tortured and killed by the Khmer Rouge. He has returned to his homeland so God can use him to bless the 
people of Cambodia. Medical missions provide a launching pad for Sokhom’s ministry as he establishes and strengthens 
the church in Cambodia. The January mission took place in several villages with over 8,800 Cambodians receiving medical 
treatment. 1,956 villagers received eye exams and prescription glasses. BandS provided financial support, medicines and 
two portable I-Test vision scanners. In addition to supporting the medical missions, BandS supports a chicken and quail 
project to help preachers become self-sustaining. They are taught how to construct housing for the hens and proper care 
and feeding. Dr. Bailey visited the Huns in November and surveyed locations for new churches and outlying villages for 
possible sites for medical missions. He will attend the upcoming medical mission in January 2011.
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Buddists priests in Phnom Penh                               Using the I-Test vision scanner

Haiti relief team in March
Berline Castra at rehab in March

Sokhom and Phaline Hun

Touring the  
chicken/quail program



Three surgical camps were conducted in Malindi this year. BandS partnered with Caris Foundation International 
to conduct the camps in June and September. 38 surgeons, anesthesiologists, nurses, and support volunteers attended the 
two camps and over 550 patients were seen or treated. 199 surgical procedures were performed, from simple cyst and small 
tumor removal to complicated abdominal and head and neck procedures. These surgeries were life changing and, in several 
instances, life saving. Caris Foundation International provided significant financial resources for the purchase and shipping 
of essential medical supplies. Jim and Laura Reppart, Caris staff in Kenya, worked diligently to manage the myriad of local 
details. BandS is planning three surgical camps in Kenya in 2011.

In November, a head and neck surgical camp was held and led by Dr. Jim Netterville. His team from Vanderbilt University 
did a remarkable number of reconstructive surgeries. They operated from both Tawfiq and Malindi District Hospital screening 
over 130 patients and performing 107 surgeries.  

During the June camp, Dr. Bailey, Jim Reppart, and Mbarach Bakshuwein visited Kisumu. In 2002, BandS funded the opening 
of a pharmacy that is managed by Christian Relief Fund. BandS restocked the pharmacy in 2010 and will provide the neces-
sary pharmaceuticals in 2011. BandS also purchased 1000 mosquito nets for local orphans, and other needy children, to help 
protect them. Kisumu, built on the shores of Lake Victoria, struggles with malaria as the major health issue among children. 

During the September camp, Dr. Bailey, Jim Reppart, Dr. Jerry Smith, Mbarak Bakshuwein and Gary Daniels traveled to 
the Lamu Islands, south of Somalia, to determine the feasibility of a surgical camp in fall 2011. They also visited the villages 
of Siyu and Faza, on Pate Island, to consider conducting medical clinics in the future.

While in Malindi in September, BandS was presented with two great opportunities. Both involved out-lying village schools. 
Caris Foundation International/Kenya has created a program for single mothers to teach them skills so that they can support 
their families. One of these programs teaches sewing and tailoring. BandS contracted with the young mothers to make 186 
school uniforms for the children of Mugandini School. This was the first paying job for the Single Mom’s program and the 
‘business’ arrangement taught the young women how to manage a project from start to finish and experience the reward of 
turning a profit. The second opportunity was in the village of Nine Poles. There, a three room, mud brick schoolhouse had 
been left unfinished due to lack of funds. BandS provided the resources to finish the building.
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The Al and Barb Pierce Multi-Purpose Building in Arapal, on the lsland of Cebu, was completed this year and is 
indeed a multi-purpose facility. This facility is being used as housing for orphans, for medical clinics, as a feeding station for 
the villages in the area, as a distribution center for supplies arriving from the US, as a community meeting place, a center 
to teach the care of goats, a classroom for special needs children, and as a church building. This facility is an important tool 
in the continuing transformation of the Arapal community.

BandS was involved in several works in the Philippines in 2010 
• typhoon relief in Manilla and surrounding areas 
• sponsored relief workers after mudslides in and around Baguio 
• financial support of ministries on the island of Siargao 
• continued support of the orphans in Butuan 
• scholarship funding for students working on advanced degrees

Over 480 cataract surgeries were completed in 2010 at clinics at Hakabibi Hospital in Batak Land, at Lukas 
Hospital in southern Nias, and at Gunong Sitoli Hospital, Nias. These surgeries take only a few minutes and restore sight to 
many who have have not seen in years. BandS and Caris Foundation International provided the funding for the surgeries. In 
November, Dr. Bailey met with the newly elected government officials in Medan and Batak Land to discuss their partner-
ship in providing cataract surgeries for 500 eyes in 2011.  

• In November, Dr. Bailey visited Connor’s House in Jakarta. This building will be completed in January 2011 and will  
   house 20 orphaned boys. BandS has been working with Steve Cates on this project.

• In 2009, BandS and Caris Foundation International partnered to build the Yokebed Children’s Home near Gunong  
   Sitoli, Nias. BandS provided a much needed water purification system in 2010.
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Dr. Bailey with the house parents at Connor’s House
Nursing students talk with Dr. Bailey in Batak Land

Jakarta radio talk show



For the past 7 years BandS has made an annual trip to China to sponsor surgeries on children with cleft lip/
palates. This year was the exception. No one representing BandS was able to attend this mission. Caris Foundation 
International provided funding for 100 surgeries. Ron Brown, of China Agape, led the team into Gansu. This is an 
extremely poor part of China and the facilities were inadequate. Some of the children who presented for surgery were in 
such poor health that our surgeons were unable to operate. One of the reasons this site was selected was because of its 
proximity to Tibet. However, the Tibetan people are so poor they could not afford to travel to our mission. This experi-
ence has caused us to realize that we must reevaluate what we are doing in China and perhaps alter some of our plans for 
the future.

At the John Connor Brown Christian Care Center in Nannin, the kitchen/dining room has been completed and furnished 
with cooking equipment, refrigerator, miscellaneous food service items, and dining room furniture. This home for orphans 
now cares for 100 children.

BandS, Caris Foundation International and Health 
Talents International have partnered in coordinating and 
supporting surgical camps in Guatemala for the past several 
years. In 2010, 18 cleft lip/palate surgeries and 121 eye surger-
ies were completed at Clinica Ezell. The photos at right show 
before and after surgery results for a young patient.

We felt the need to assist in the relief efforts in Pakistan fol-
lowing the earthquake in October. However, we found it very 
difficult for Americans to enter the country. We were able to 
support a Filipino team that conducted medical and relief work. 
Chito Cusi, pictured in back, led the team in Pakistan.

Dr. Brian Camazine conducted four surgical camps at Nigerian Christian Hospital in Abia State and Eku Baptist 
Hospital in Delta state. Over 1550 patients were treated and 477 operations were performed during the camps in January, 
April, August and October. These operations ranged from routine procedures to complicated life-saving operations. BandS 
also purchased an anesthesia machine for Nigerian Christian Hospital. These missions were conducted in an unstable
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region and the April camp was cut 
short due to violence and kidnap-
pings in the area. BandS partially 
funded the missions and provided 
supplies and equipment.

Portable anesthesia machine

Dr. Camazine is a mentor  
to many surgeons in Nigeria 
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Simply go to the BandS Ministries.org 

website and click on the CLICK HERE 

area at the bottom of the main page. 

You will then be directed to the Online 

Donations page, where you can donate 

with your credit card electronically 

through the service Network for Good. 

You will have the option to make a 

one-time or recurring donations.

Or, send a check or money order to: 
Body and Soul Ministries / P.O. Box 1926 / Colleyville, Texas 76034, USA 

In the past, a significant percentage of funding for BandS has come in the month of December. We hope you will consider making 

an end-of-the-year contribution. Like most non-profits, we are significantly short of our goals for 2010. BandS still has no office 

expense or salaries and spends 100% of funds directly on the projects. All travel expenses for Dr. Bailey are paid for by Caris 

Foundation International. We have a working fund that pays for reporting and administrative expenses.

Some projects are already planned: 

Cambodia: Medical clinics January 
Indonesia: Eye surgery camps March 8-12 in Batak Land,  

June 7-12 in South Nias, October 11-15 in Gunung Sitoli, Nias 
Kenya: Surgical camp in Malindi, June 5-17 
Other dates and locations to be determined

Cambodia
Indonesia

Kenya
Haiti

Guatemala  

Philippines


